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"Born
Under a
Bad Sign,"
says you’re
ugly, and
that’s the
truth. But at
least he’s
being honest
about it.

’Unravel’
says remain
focused to
appreciate
life’s wonders.
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SPORTS

The Spartans lost a dose game to
Southern Methodist University
Saturday, 24-17. Coach Fitz Hill
said he was ill after watching San
Jose State University’s defeat.
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Peace
of
mind
Rally draws more
than 100 people
to promote peace
By Sarah Grace Ruf
DAILY STAFF WRITER
A peace rally was held in
downtown’s Cesar Chavez Park
on Friday for various communities to show their support in
peace efforts, not war, in the
Middle East.
One speaker, Yousef,
Al-Yousef,
from American Muslims for
Global Peace and Justice, said he
thinks war is not necessary.
"Hopefully, we can pass a message that there has to be other
ways
to
stop
bombing
Afghanistan," he said. "We seek
other means of resolving the conflict."
Faten Hijazi, a member of
Students for Justice and the
Muslim Student Association,
said she agrees that war is not
the answer.
"I’m here to voice the opinion
of a lot of other Americans that
have been silenced. What we’re
doing right now is wrong," she
said. "We’re returning one wrong
action with another wrong Muhammad Abu-Haneefa, right,
action.
We’re
acting
on Cesar Chavez Park on Friday.
vengeance."
the media isn’t telling us everyHijazi added that the approval thing."
rating for war that the media is
According to Nisperos, about
advertising is not as high as the 100 people attended the rally.
media claims it is.
Santa Clara University, De
David Camarillo, another Stu- Anza and SJSU students spoke,
dents for Justice member, agreed as well as representatives from
that popular media is misrepre- other community organizations.
senting the public’s views.
San Jose police officers were pre"I don’t remember them ask- sent at the hour-and-a-half
ing me," Camarilevent, but the
lo said. "They’re
rally remained
giving an answer
amazed at peaceful.
to a question they
Elena Dorabji,
how brave (the a SJSU political
don’t have enough
information
to
science lecturer,
speakers) are
answer.
said she attended
Vanessa Nisthe
rally to see
because it’s not the level
peros, a member
of supof Students for
port San Jose citthe
tone
in
the
Justice
who
izens have for the
emceed the event,
peace movement.
United States
said she wanted
"I’m amazed at
people to look at
Elena Dorabji, how brave (the
independent
are
political science lecturer speakers)
media sources for
because it’s not
information about our attacks on the tone in the United States,"
Afghanistan.
Dorabji said. She added that the
"There’s a lot more going on rally seemed reminiscent of the
than people know. We want to Vietnam era.
encourage people to seek other
"Everything I worked for in
forms of media," she said. the ’70s ... it’s back to square
"There’s still an open space for one," she said.
dialogue."
Speaker Raj Jayadev from the
Rose Placencia, also a member online magazine, De-Bug, said
of Students for Justice, added, chance moments, such as this
"We want to help people be able rally, have the opportunity to
to think for themselves ... maybe turn into movements.

Workshop examines opposite sex
By Todd liendr)
Cookies were served with
milk as some students prepared to discuss gender issues
Thursday in the Almaden
room of the Student Union in a
workshop called "Sex, Milk
and Cookies."
The purpose of the workshop was to have men and
women understand the gender
differences that exist between

one another through communication, said Gregory Wolcott,
coordinator of New Student
Orientation at San Jose State
University.
Both genders sat opposite
one another, and they were
handed a blank piece of paper
to write down questions about
the opposite sex.
More questions were asked
about men than women
because women outnumbered
the men 7-to-1.

"It was pretty intimidating
because there were so many
women and just a few guys,"
said Kevin Lowe, a senior hospitality management major. "I
think I would have felt more
comfortable if there were more
guys around. There were so
many women that it was just
an overpowering type of feeling."
Going into the discussion,
See GENDER, Page 7

JaShong king Daily Sue
and Marwin Fawal try to figure out the appropriate time to begin their prayer during the peace rally at
He also said people should
allow their actions to be dictated
by their moral convictions.
Tahir Anwar, a speaker from
the South Bay Islamic Association, spoke about God and his
role in world peace.
"It’s not ’Where is God?’ It’s
’Where are the good people God
created?’" Anwar said.
Roger
Wharton,
from
sjspirit.org, also spoke.
"All religions speak of peace,"
he said. "We share bread and
wine together. We are one earth,
one people.
"When one is hurt, we all are
hurt."
Wharton also encouraged
those in attendance to remember
they are the "peacemakers."
Hijazi, from the Muslim Student Association, said America
must concentrate on its own
internal weaknesses before trying to fight this war.
"I don’t think we can win a war
See RALLY, Page 7
People gather at Cesar Chavez
Park for a peace rally organized to
protest against the current bombing campaign against Afghanistan.
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Vandals turn on sprinklers,
damage Scheller House
By Colin Atagi
DAILY STAFF WRI I I
The Scheller House, located
near the Fourth Street garage,
was vandalized between Oct. 5
and the morning of Oct. 6, when
someone turned the sprinkler
system on, allowing water to leak
into the basement.
Garden City Construction
foreman Rick Squires said his
crew locked up the area surrounding the Scheller House
around 6:30 p.m. but arrived at 7

Service helps others
in dealing with attacks

kr: wopher Gainey Daily Staff
Catholic Campus Ministry Chaplain, Father Charlie Dougherty,
speaks to an audience gathered at Spartan Memorial for a service
dedicated to the victims of the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks. The service was held Thursday at 12:00 noon.

I;% ndrew Toy
DAII SIAFF WRITFR
A group of more than 30 campus community members gathered Thursday afternoon in the
Spartan Memorial for a service
that presented different religious
views and how to deal with and
move on from the events of Sept.
11.
The service was hosted by the
Catholic Campus Ministry and
titled "One Month to the Day," in
memory of the victims of the terrorist attacks.
Melissa Navarro, the student
emcee for the service, said she
felt that it’s a nice surprise to
hear the guest speakers come
together from different religious
backgrounds in the spirit of soli-

clarity.
"This is something that we
need because we focus so much
on the media, on the violence, and
the hatred and the negativity,"
Navarro said. "For once we did
something that was good."
For Elizabeth Campisi, the
Catholic Campus Ministry’s
young adults minister, the contrast and similarities between
each of the speakers was a good
example of the variety and unity
that the community has.
"I was really happy with the
diversity of students present,"
Campisi said. "I thought that the
event became a celebration of
that diversity."
Some students said they
see SERVICE, Page

a. iii. the next day to find the
water valve turned on.
"One of my lead carpenter,
arrived, heard the water, came
over the fence and turned the
water off," Squires said. "We went
into emergency procedure, the
first thing being to get the watt’,
turned off"
The water ran into an open
trench and then ran through a
coring in the foundation, allowing
the water to flood the basement,
Squires said.
The water flooded to about five
feet deep, said Lt. Shannon Maloney of the University Police
Department.
There was some damage to the
electricity, heating and air conditioning systems, Maloney said.
The electricity system had to
be turned off for a while, Squires
said, though it is now running.
"We immediately threw the
disconnector, so if there was any
possibility of electrolysis, we
eliminated it right away," he said
It took a couple days for the
construction crew to pump the
water out of the basement.
Squires said.
They are still making repairs.
though the damage was minimal.
he said.
The estimated cost of the damage is still being evaluated, Mal
oney said.
The house was supposed to be
turned over to the Associated
Students last week, Squires said,
but the group won’t be able to
move in until this week because
see HOUSE. Page a

Greeks
compete
for best
house
It% Joannie Sevilla
DAILY STAFF WRITER
To show their Greek spirit, five fraternity and sorority houses along lath Street
presented their decorated
homes and cars to judges
Friday in honor of homecoming week.
eecilia Calderon, coordinator and vice president of
programs for the Pan Hellenic Council, carried the
winners’ trophy from house
to house with four judges
from San Jose State University’s staff in tow.
Lori Lange, who works in
the president’s office, has
worked for SJSU since 1984
and said she had fun being
one of the judges.
"It was great to be able to
see the houses," Lange said.
"I had never seen them
before because I had never
been invited before."
Some of the criteria the
judges had to look for was
see GREEKS, Page
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The truth hurts, but at least it’s honest

Letters
Pork is not halal,
reader clarifies
article "Muslim students voice conThe
cerns to Caret," Oct. 4, needs clarification. Pork is never eaten in the Muslim
religion whether it is Halal or not. What am I
saying? Pork is never halal.
Danesh Waheed
finance
senior

Symbol of support
missing on campus
I, say can you see, the Star Spangled
Banner at San Jose State? I can’t. In this
tenuous time for our nation, our presileiit asked us to do one simple thing to show
our support for the victims and families of
those who lost their lives Sept. 11: fly the flag.
As a student at SJSU, I wondered where the
flag flies at this public institution of higher
learning. I decided to take a walk from the
Business Tower to Tower Hall in search of this
symbol of our national solidarity in this time of
crisis. Old Glory was nowhere to be found. I
found articles about concerns for Muslim students, notices about peace demonstrations,
several fliers about ethnic clubs but not one
American flag.
Have we forgotten about America in our
quest for political correctness and cultural sensitivity? One of our own alumni, Jason Dahl,
was killed in the attack and our university
can’t fly the flag? This is not Vietnam, and
these are not the 1960s. This is not about fighting for some foreign country that most people
can’t pick out on a map. This is about America’s
sons and daughters fighting to protect our
freedom here at home and to find justice for
the thousands of children whose moms and
dads never came home on that dark day in
September.
Our fellow countrymen are putting their
lives on the line to protect us. The least we can
do is fly the flag as a show of our support and
gratitude.

0

Honesty and truth. These
virtues are nonexistent in this
age of advertisements, spin
doctors and smack talkers.
But it’s not always welcome. I think
I’ve made more enemies in my life by
saying the truth bluntly rather than
lying and keeping my mouth shut.
Yes, it is true, lies and niceties are
the lubricant in the gears of communication, but I think the machine is so
lubed it’s dripping oil like a greaser’s
hairdo after a marathon.
Take, for instance, a job fair I
attended last week. I hate job fairs. I
hate making connections, I hate talking to strange people, I hate people
who have an air of superiority and I
hate large crowds of people. Actually, I
just hate people.
But there I was, bummed out in the
whole affair. An interviewer asked me
why I was pissed and pessimistic. I
told him the truth: Job fairs are
depressing. When someone can get a
job with a smile, a handshake, a nice
body and/or a load of bull and no
talent that’s heartbreaking.
I once interviewed a slumlord turned-aspiring politician in Colorado. Normally, kooks are long shots
to win a political seat. But this was
Colorado, a place where "jes’ being a
Republican and likin’ guns" will get
you elected. Guy was such a threat,
the governor of the state came down to
help the other candidate in a door-todoor campaign. The lunatic followed
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Iread an intriguing article on the back
page of the Oct. 10 issue of the Spartan
Dairy-titled, ’District decides discipline for
teacher who burned flag."
A week after the attack on the United
States, a sixth-grade teacher in Sacramento
burned an American flag in front of his students, expressing his opinion about this country. Now his job is on the line because he
wanted to demonstrate to his students that
there is freedom of speech in this country, but
he has been proven wrong.
Although Sept. 11 was a tragic event in
American history and patriotism has gone up
after this tragedy, it doesn’t mean that people
are not entitled to have an opinion. It is not
the first time an individual has burned an
American flag to express his or her viewpoint.
If we, the American people, keep discriminating and firing whomever has a different point
of view then why does the First Amendment
exist? Everyone should have the liberty to
express his or her beliefs in a civilized manner and should not be reprimanded for it. If
we punish people for their belief then what
guarantee do we have that we won’t be the
next person taking the defendant seat?

you see
flAVE

JUST BEGUN
TO FIGHT!
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We have met the enemy
cwki they are ours-.

James L. Knoll
business

First Amendment
privileges at risk

the governor and his lackey, towing a
child’s wagon filled with pamphlets as
he knocked on doors.
After following the three politicians
for a few blocks, in which they
knocked on a total of four doors in a
large cul-de-sac, I interviewed the
bloke again. Fie was going off on how
successful his campaign was.
"Successful? You only knocked on
four doors, the same ones your opponent did," I pointed out. (I’ll admit
that I refrained from the information I
got from the house owners, saying
they were freaked out by this guy, one
even calling him "an asshole.")
He replied on how cynical the
media was, I must be a liberal (I’m
not), and who knows what. He asked
me what would impress me. I told him
to get his red wagon filled with papers
to another four doors and start knocking again.
Sigh. Politicians. Of all people, I
wish they were honest. Imagine our
diplomacy with Afghanistan.
Taliban: Yeah, we got Osama, and

u.AP,
Remember the Maine!
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PApvis

praise the Lord and
pass the ammunition!

WHAT?! ME FLY?’
ARE YQU

KIDDING?!

Alma Aquina
sophomore
computer science
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Explaining U.S. government’s role in past military responses
n response to Ted Rudow’s Oct. 11
rebuttal, we must be clear that the
government of the United States is
not the government of George Orwell’s
"1984." That was mainly a criticism of
the Nazis and of Socialist states. It was
also a serious warning to the United
States and its allies of what to be careful
of. It was a warning heeded.
Despite the media’s many faults, it is
indeed the watchdog of our government
and not its tool. Because of this, we enjoy
the most trustworthy teaching of history,
and history, as well as the media, is not
always complimentary of the United
States.
That said, Rudow states that Britain
and the United States entered both
world wars because Germany and Japan

were "outselling" us on the economic
front. World War I is a complicated story
in itself; but the main reason it grew was
due to secret alliances. In fact, nations
like Britain dragged their feet into that
war.
What about World War II? It’s very
simple. The United States went to war
against Japan because of the bombing of
Pearl Harbor. Whatever conspiracy theorists may tell you, the match that lit the
fuse was the aggression of the then-imperialistic Japan.
As for Germany and World War II: Yes,
the country was in poverty. Yes, it was
much due to the unfair Treaty of Versailles, but none of this validates Hitler
and the horrors he committed. It was
right for the United States to enter that
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war. There is no gray area
Furthermore, Rudow enjoys quoting
from the Bible. To say that God never
condones war is one thing. Using the
Bible to validate such a claim is another.
Let’s not forget that Moses was a general, as was King David. Even Jesus is not
the total pacifist (Matthew 21:12). Finally, there’s that famous passage from
Ecclesiastes 3:1-8, "There is an appointed
time for everything ... A time of war, and
a time of peace." There is such a thing as
a "just" war. We are in one.

Jonathan Dekle Reagan
junior
English

we appreciate his company and condone his actions. What do you want?
United States: We want to bring the
bastard to justice or blow him to kingdom come and you’re in the way.
Taliban: Go away oi die.
United States: Same to you, buddy.
Unfortunately, it’s not that simple.
Knowing that diplomacy is sometimes required in everyday communication, I also believe in backhanded
compliments. Those balance everything out. Truth with a pinch of
niceties. A pinch.
"I don’t like to wear make-up," an
ex once told me.
"That’s OK. You look better without
it. You tend use too much white on the
cheeks, and the red lipstick clashes
with your skin tone. You end up looking like a circus clown."
I can honestly say that person wasn’t in my life much longer.
I was told I really know how to talk
to women. I have never understood
women; I guess they enjoy living in an
illusion.
Another girl in junior high told
everyone
she was
the
most
respectable person in class.
"I am a fair and just person," this
girl said.
"Actually, you’re quite bossy and
whiny," I replied.
I later complimented her on her
right hook.
People are really sensitive to
appearance honesty. It’s the first
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"Born Under A Bad Sign"
appears Mondays.

Battling college fatigue,
asking for time to reflect
funny the way things work out.
It’s
For someone who is starting her
career in journalism, where observation, exploration and focus are
learned until they become second
nature, I sure am distracted.
It wasn’t even like these qualities
were hard to adopt, either. Since a
young age, I was aware that details
were significant. In fact, I loved to dissect situations; I loved to analyze.
And I still do.
But somewhere within the past year,
this knack for detail and dissection has
deteriorated, and now I’m merely an
unfocused ball of energy.
Last week, my cousin’s friend came
to visit me in the newsroom. And I,
being the one my cousin entrusted to
report back and convey everything
about him, regarded this as a simple
task.
Easy. No problem.
He was a nice guy, and we talked for
about 10 minutes, which presented
enough time to scrutinize him and
decide whether I’d allow him to infiltrate my close-knit family.
But it turns out there was a problem,
a very big problem. Practically everything I remembered about his appearance was wrong, and as a result, I’m
sure he now thinks I’m insane.
To say the least, the incident has
given me an unbelievable amount of
stress.
I don’t know if I’ve become too preoccupied.
I don’t know if I can trust myself.
I don’t know if I’m going crazy.
I do know that I feel like I live in the
world of go, and I’m completely submerged in the sea of deadlines.
I don’t have breakfast because I have
to get to class, which starts in 15 minutes.
I can’t sit and chat with a friend in a
crisis because I must attend a meeting
with my professor. I won’t listen to lecture longer than three minutes at a
time because ... well, because I just
can’t.
When did paying attention become
so difficult?
Elaborating on the topic, I humored
myself the other day.
Someone had left a stress management CD next to my computer a while
back. With the title "Relaxation Experience" and an illustration of a serene
body of water on the disc, I thought it
must be a sign from God, who was
telling me to slow down and take a
breath. So, I popped the CD into the
computer and listened through my
headphones.

One Washington Square, San Jose, CA 95192-0149
(408) 924-3280 E-mail: sdailyWjrne.sjsu.edu
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impression anyone gets from anyone.
And usually, I see past the illusions
and see the flat truth.
There was this seventh -grade
teacher I had. I was honest with this
aging flower child who had to deal
with a class of 40 brats five days a
week.
"Mrs. X, I really think you need a
vac,Anatiodnw," hIyeadido.
you say that, Don?"
she asked.
"Because at the end of the day, you
look 65. Those bags under your eyes
really tell the tale of stress. Go home.
SheRelax. Stay nt hseeurl t e."d
but she did follow
was
the advice. I think it could have averted heart problems or Prozac in her
future. The rest of the class gave me
props for bringing in a substitute for a
few days too.
Polite? Not really.
But do you want to walk around
campus looking like crap and oblivious to the fact?
Didn’t think so.
And besides, I’m being honest. I’m
not lying to you.
So when you tell me, "I can’t believe
you said that!" Well, I meant it.
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Advertising 408.924.3270
SPARTAN DAILY (USPS4509-480) is published
every school day for (full academic year) $35 and
(semester) $20. Periodicals postage paid at San
Jose. Mail subscriptions accepted on a remainder
of semester basis Spartan Daily, San Jose State
University, One Washington Square. San Jose.
CA 95192-0149
POSTMASTER: Send address changes to the
Spartan Daily, San Jose State University, One
Washington Square. San Jose. CA 95192-0149

Let me just say, in the process of
acquiring inner peace there sure are a
whole lot of directions to follow. I conliln’t believe it would take so much concentration. That relaxation session
ended fairly quickly, to put it simply.
Now I’m on the quest to unravel the
not-so-mysterious mystery of slowing
down.
I’ve grown weary of this world of go.
I will not drown in the sea of deadlines.
I’m determined to get out. Not just
for myself either, because I see countless others suffering from similar
predicaments.
If I don’t slow down, if I don’t focus,
I’m going to miss the point.
Yes, I want to earn my college
degree, and I want to find a job that will
make me happy, but none of these goals
will be worth the effort if I neglect
everything that brings me to those
points in life.
I’d hate to look back on my education
and regard it as a joke if it turns out I
know a theory yet don’t understand the
reasons behind it.
I’ll be hurt if I have many friends but
not anyone who knows me inside and
out.
Most importantly, I won’t care if I
have everything in the world, because it
would mean nothing if I can’t remain
healthy enough to enjoy it.
Staying focused, no matter how grueling it is for some of us, is essential.
The goal should be to focus on ourselves
and the things or people we care about.
After all, there’s not as much beauty
in a rose unless we stop and smell it.
There isn’t much splendor in a song
unless we hush and listen to its words.
There isn’t much marvel in life unless
we feel well enough to live it.

Minal Gandhi is a Spartan Daily
Senior Staff Writer
and Copy Editor.
"Unravel" appears Mondays.

Opinion page policies
Readers are encouraged to express theinsch es on the ()pinion page %kith a lei ter to the editor.
A letter to the editor is a 2(k-word response to an Mlle Or point ol c lc, that
has appeared in the Spartan Daily
Submissions become the propert of the Spartan Dail ;Ind may be edited Tor
clarity, grammar, libel and length Submissions must contain the author’s name,
address, phone number, signature and major.
Submissions may be put III the letters to the Editor box at the Spartan Daily
Office in Dwight BentellIall Room 209. sent hy fax to (408) 924-3237, e-mail at
SDAILWitinc.sjsu.edu or mailed to the Spartan Daily Opinion Editor, School of
Journalism and Mass Communications, San Jose State University, One Washington Square, San Jose, CA 95192-0149.
Editorials are written by, and are the consensus of, the Spartan Daily editors, not the staff.
Published opinions and advertisements do nit necessarily reflect the views of the
Spartan Daily the School iif Journalism and Mass t. ommunications or SJSU.
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A need to face changes
with humor and strength
any one of us had the power
Ifto turn back time, believe me,
we would. The Sept. 11
tragedy in New York would never
have happened, and people would
be living their normal lives.
There is one problem. No one
has the power to do such a thing
that can break the space-time
continuum and travel backward. I
know technology has been
through dramatic changes over
the decades, but we’re not that
advanced,
Now back to reality. We have to
face the facts and continue to live
on.
Emily B. Zurich wrote a great
column, "Protecting one’s sanity
from TV ’perma-news," Tuesday
about some mind pleasers that

can get you away from being too
carried away with the terrorist
attack news. It is an informative
piece that explains her four rules
of sanity
Hilarious as the column may
be, we need to follow it. We need
to try to continue with our lives
and can’t let an incident like this
make us weaker. As Americans,
problems that make us fall will
only make us stronger. Never
show your weaknesses to your
opponent; make them pee in their
pants by showing them our
friendly hydrogen bomb.
Gordon Lee
sophomore
business marketing

Commitments continue to be
based on traditional values
ust a slight clarification to the
excellent article written by
J Christina Lucarotti on dating
and courtship ("By dating in a more
open, social atmosphere, one can
find if their current date is ’the one,’
published Oct. 3).
Like most of us, the writer
accepts the often repeated claim
that 50 percent of all marriages end
in divorce. This can be a bit misleading since the statistic includes
repeated and/or multiple failures
such as Liz Taylor and her eight
attempts at marital bliss.
In fact, 75 percent of all first
marriages do not end in divorce.

Consequently, we do not need to be
quite so pessimistic about our
chances for a life-long commitment.
Regardless of statistics, however,
what is really true is that our current dating patterns, in many
instances, do not lead to a realistic
knowledge of the other person.
Whether we return to courtship or
some other alternative, we need to
reaffirm the basis of any solid relationship: love, respect, compatibility of values and a willingness to
compromise.
Richard Pfaff
Financial Aid Office
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Monday
Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass, 12 10 p m at the Campus
Ministry Chapel For more information, call
Sister Marcia at 938-1610
School of Art and Derain
Student galleries art exhibitions, 10 am to
4 p.m through Friday m gallenes two, three,
five, six, eight and Herbert Sanders in the Art
and Indintrial Studies buildings For more
information, call John or Nicole at 924-4330
Counseling Services
Risky Business: Reducing the risk of
alcohol abuse, sexual assault and STDs,
1 30 p.m. to 230 p.111. m the Administration
building, Room 201. For more information.
call Kell Fujimoto at 924-5910.
Jewish Student Union and
Hillel of Silicon Valley
Comedy with Joel Chasnoff, 7 p.m. to
8:30 p.m. at SJSU dorms of Moulder Hall.
Admission is free. Join Hillel and resident
advisers for an evening with one of America’s premier performers of Jewish stand-up
comedy. Audiences form New York, Tokyo to
Jerusalem have enjoyed ChasnofFs clever
insights and ingenious twists of logic. For
more information, call Gideon at 286-6669
ext. 13 or e-mail at jcscOhillelsv.org.
Career Center
Interview preparation, 1230 p.m. in
Building F For more information, call the
Career Resource Center at 924-6033.
City Year
Visit the tables beside the Central Classroom building in the evening to find out about
the new City Year College Civic Engagement
Initiative and fun community service opportunities available throughout the year For more
information, call Jeremy Raines at 294 -3041.

mjirpirit.org
Daily meditation, 4 p.m. to 5:30 p.m
through Thursday at the Campus Ministry
on 10th Street Come join us no matter your
meditation form There is a power and comfort in community meditation. For more
information, call Chaplain Roger at 2751346 or visit the Web site sjapiritorg.
New Student Orientation:
Leader Recruitment
Looking for a job on campus? Join
Lean: of 25 paid orientation leaden and
impact more than 3,000 new students.
Applications are available in the Student
Life Center in the old cafeteria building
Deadline is Nov 2. For more information,
call 924-5950 or e-mail gwolcotteejsu.edu
Student Life Center
Fund-raising for your organisational
leadership workshop, 4 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. in
the Costanoan room of the Student Union.
For more information, call 924-5950.
KSJS 90.6 San Jose
Online costume contest register by Oct. 21.
The winner will be posted Oct 23 Fot more
information, e-miul spooky@kaatorg KSJS
pumpkin massacre contest, noon to 1 RID., Oct.
23 JO the Student Union Amphitheatre. For
more mfommtion, e-mail Michelle Robles at
promotionsftsjs org

Tuesday
A.S. Campus Recreation
Three-on-three basketball captain’s meeting, 3 p.m. and floor hockey captain’s meeting, 4 p.m.in the Guadalupe room in the Student Union. For more information, call Rita
Chandler at 924-6266. Map and compass
class, 7:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. in the Pacheco
room in the Student Union. For more information, call Matt McNamara at 924-6217.

School of Art and Design
Lecture series presents Santa Fe-based
Erika Wanenmacher’s slide lecture of her
mixed -media sculpture, 5 p in to 6 p.11111 in
the Art building, Room 133 For more information, call Jo Hernandez at 924-4328 Stu.
dent galleries art reception, 6 p in to 8 pm
in all the galleries in the Art and Industrial
Studies buildings For more information, call
John or Nicole at 924-4330
Counseling Services
General process group, 2 30 p in to
4:30 p.m. in the Administration building,
Room 201 For more information, call Kell
Fujimoto and Jeni Landau at 924-5910
A.S. Campus Recreation
Three-on-three basketball captain’s meeting, 3 p.m and floor hockey captain’s meeting, 4 p.m.in the Guadalupe room in the Student Union. For more information, call Rita
Chandler at 924-6266 Map and compass
class, 730 p.m. to 930 p.m m the Pacheco
room in the Student Union For more information, call Matt McNamara at 924-6217
Jewish Student Union and
Mel of Silicon Valley
Join us for the Jewish Film Festival,
6:30 p.m. in the Hillel house, located at 336
E. William St. between Seventh and Eighth
streets. We will feature "Promises,’ an
award -winning documentary about seven
Israeli and Palestinian children living in
and around Jerusalem. The film provides
deep human insight into the complexeties of
the conflict in the Middle East. For more
information, call Gideon at 286-6669 ext. 13
or e-mail at jcsc@hillelsv.org.
SJSU Ballroom Dance Club
Waltz lesson and open dancing, 6.30 p.m.
to 8:30 p.m in the Spartan Complex, Room
89. For more information, call the dance
club at 924-SPIN.

Catholic Campus Ministry
Scripture Reflection, 7 p m to 8 15 p m
at the Campus Ministry Chapel For more
information, call Suter Marcia at 938-1610
SJSU Ballroom Dance Club
Waltz lesson and open dancing, 6 30 p m
to 8 30 p m in the Spartan Complex, Room
89 For more information, call the dance
club at 924-SPIN
The Society for Advancement
of Management (SAM)
General uneung, 4 30 p.m in the
Coetanoan room in the Student Unroll For
more information, e-mail Sylvia Krick at
samclubmsutityahoo cow
M.E.Ch.A.
Rasa Day Committee weekly meetings,
noon to 1pm in the Chicano Library
Resource Center Chicano Studies mural project, 6 p.m to 7 p.m You are welcome to take
part in the designing process of a mural at
the Chicano Studies department For more
information, call Adriana Garcia at 655-6785
Urban Planning Coalition
Student orgaruzation of Urban and Regional
Planning department meets, 6:30 pin to 8 pm
every first and third Tuesday of the month at
Pizza-A-Go-Go, located on San Carla Street For
more information. call Irvin David at 924-7433
Department of Nutrition and
Food Science
Come check out the latest in body composition testing, 1 30 p.m. to 3 p.m in the
Central Classroom building. Students pay
ti5. Staff and faculty members pay S10. For
more information, call Sherry at 206-7599.

Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to students. faculty arid staff members The deadline for
entries is noon. three working days before the
desired publication date Entry Jones are available
in the Spartan Daily Office is Dwight Bentel Hall,
Room 209 Space restrictions may require editing
of submissions. Entries are printed in the order in
which they are received

Bush rebuffs Taliban offer on bin Laden as ’non-negotiable’
WASHINGTON (AP)
President Bush sternly rejected a Taliban offer to discuss
handing over Osama bin Laden
to a third country as U.S. jets
began a second week of bombing.
"They must have not heard.
There’s no negotiations," the
president said Sunday.
The number of people
exposed to anthrax grew to 12
with the addition of a police
officer and two lab technicians
in New York. Health and
Human Services Secretary
Tommy Thompson declared
that attempts to transmit the
deadly bacteria through the
mail "is an act of terrorism."
However, officials said they
still do not have evidence linking the anthrax outbreaks in
Florida and New York to terrorists.
"We should consider this
potential that it is linked,"
John
Attorney
General
Ashcroft said on NBC’s "Meet
the Press." "It is premature at
this time to decide whether
there is a direct link."
National security adviser
Condoleezza Rice sought to
quell fears that the terrorists
may have crude nuclear
weapons. A defense official
said last week that if the terrorists have obtained any
nuclear material, they may be
able to make a weapon that
could spread radiation without
an actual destructive explosion.
"We have no credible evidence at this point of a specific
threat of that kind," Rice said
on CBS’s "60 Minutes."
Bush Cabinet members
mobilized at home and abroad
Sunday.
Ashcroft said investigators
are looking to question about
190 people who may have
knowledge of terrorism. Secretary of State Colin Powell left
for a high -priority diplomatic
mission to Pakistan and India
aimed at keeping tensions
between those nations from
further complicating the military campaign in neighboring
Afghanistan.
Returning to the White
House after a weekend at the
Camp David retreat, Bush reiterated four clear conditions the
Taliban must meet before
bombing will be stopped.
"All they got to do is turn
him (bin Laden) over, and his
colleagues and the thugs he
hides, as well as destroy his
camps and (release) the innocent people being held hostage
in Afghanistan," Bush said.
The latter was an apparent
reference to eight foreign aid
in
imprisoned
workers
Afghanistan.
The administration had
them
calling
avoided
"hostages." In his speech to a
joint session of Congress on
Sept. 20, Bush said they had
been "unjustly imprisoned."
A White House spokes
woman said she believed it was

the first time Bush had publicly used the word "hostage."
Bush said there would be no
negotiations even as a Taliban
leader suggested the Afghan
government would be willing
to discuss surrendering bin
Laden to a third country if the
United States provided evidence of his guilt and stopped
bombing.
"There’s no need to discuss
innocence or guilt," Bush said.
"We know has guilty."
Overseas, a U.S. military
official said the bombing of
Afghanistan has entered a
"cleanup mode."
have
warplanes
U.S.
destroyed nearly all of the targets originally assigned to
them, including militant training camps and weapons storage areas, the captain of the
USS Enterprise aircraft carrier said Sunday.
His identify could not be disclosed under military rules for
covering the operation.
The new strikes destroyed
Kabul’s international telephone exchange, severing one
of the last means of communication with the outside world.
Bush ignored a reporter’s
question about whether he
wants to install a new government if the Taliban falls. Rice
sought to strike a delicate balance on the issue.
"America cannot choose the
of
government
future
Afghanistan. Only the Afghan
people can chose the future
government of Afghanistan,"
she said.
But, she added, "We have no
reason to leave an Afghanistan
that its neighbors have to fear
for instability."
a
Sunday,
Earlier
spokesman for the Taliban

Embassy in Pakistan said that
sending bin Laden to the United States for a trial would be
"a joke" and that it was a mistake for U.S. officials to focus
narrowly on him when other
terrorists are in a position to
strike.
the
Ashcroft dismissed
explanation as propaganda,
and addressed a fresh round of
terrorist threats against Americans and world leaders by bin
Laden supporters.
On the legal front, Ashcroft
asked Americans to remain
vigilant for signs of another
terrorist attack as "a preparedness, not a paralysis, not a
panic."
Thompson raised the possibility that the anthrax was
being spread by a domestic
source.
"It could be somebody holding a grudge", or "a copycat
kind of situation," he said on
"Fox News Sunday."
Thompson also sought to
reassure Americans the government was strengthening its
response against any bioterror-

ist threats.
There are more than 2 million doses of medication to
treat 2 million people for 60
days for exposure to anthrax.
The government has thousands of medical professionals
on alert and tons of medical
supplies, ready to go where
needed, Thompson said.
administration
The
announced that it would ask

Congress for more than $1.5
billion to purchase additional
antibiotics and take other
steps to counter bioterrorism
threats.
In New York, a police officer
and two lab technicians
involved in detecting the case
of anthrax in an NBC employee
are being treated with antibiotics for exposure to the bacteria, Mayor Rudolph Giuliani

Teach CSU
Teach-In Day of Action
Geowrn ii. CSU FACULTY momonwrNT
Elf TENURE STATUS SINCE 1995
80%

40%

SHOTOKAN KARATE
6 Blocks North of SJSU
587 N. 6th ST (x Jackson)
Training MWF starts at 7:00 PM
Students welcome to come
and observe..
Call for Info (6501965-3868 or
JKADOJO@MAILCOM

20%

Iluge increase in lecturer positions.
hardly any new tenure-track
positions. 40,000 new students
during the same time.
Momm sena on itantecnois
era miasma SINCE 1944

65400

f goal

STUDENTS!

Lecturer (not
tenure track)

Instructional
lenure-Track

CALL 408-289-VISION(8474)
Insurance Plans: Saturday and Bening Hour,

/
/

Classes overcrowded?
Classes cancelled?
Faculty with no time to give
you individual attention and
mentoring?
Decreasing ability to find hew,
qualified faculty?

67.68%

s4Traditional

disclosed.
In Nevada, health officials
said four people who may have
come into contact with a contaminated letter sent to a
Microsoft office tested negative
for anthrax.
Five employees and one family member are believed to
have been exposed to the letter.

Join the faculty, staff, and
CSU suporters to talk about
these issues and what we can
do about them.

$5,318

95200

Tuesday, Oct. 16
Teach CSU?ffeach-In at SJSU

15000

SUSS S4,871
$4800

$4,770
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44400
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199,
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Noon Agit-Prop Theater and
Rally at the Amphitheater
(next to the Student Union)
followed by a March to Tower Hall

,
99.9*11,y9,191

Dr. las lor T. Iran. 14..1. Lee Artily, Optometrists
251 O’( onnor Dr.. Ste, 3 San .1me (Near Valley Fair Mall)

Teach -in "Classes" in Engineering 285-287
at 9:00, 10:30, 1:30, and 3:00.

COLOR CONTACTS SPECIAL!
(2 BOXES OR MORE)
WI Colorb lends disp
I box $45
’Professional fees not included

Questions? Call the California Faculty Association
(CFA) at 924-6501
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SJSU sweeps Wolf Pack
By Karlie Reiss
DAILY STAFF WRITER

The Spartan women’s volleyball team strutted into second
place in the Western Athletic
Conference after defeating the
University of Nevada 3-0 Saturday at the Event Center.
The Wolf Pack entered the
match having just lost to Fresno
State University on Friday.
Spartan head coach Craig
Choate said the scenario was
quite familiar.
"Nevada started the season
strong last year as well and was
the team to beat," Choate said.
"We beat them last year, and
then they traveled to Fresno and
lost that match, back to-back."
San Jose State University
was determined to win this
match, said junior middle blocker Stephanie Pascucci, who had
Jeanine Haldi, outside hitter
for the women’s volleyball team,
serves the ball against the University of Nevada. The Spartans
swept the Wolf Pack on Saturday at the Event Center.
Kristopher Gainey/ Daily Staff

14 kills and four blocks in the
victory.
"There were two things that
we could see from Nevada," Pascucci said. "Either they would
come back harder from their loss
to Fresno, or they would roll over
and die."
The Spartans came out strong
in the first game with a 6-2 lead.
They never trailed Nevada and
took the game 30-25.
Spartan junior outside hitter
Christina Lukens said she
believed a high hitting percentage throughout the three games
was one of the reasons her team
won. SJSU finished the match
with a hitting percentage of
.391.
"We knew that in a game
where the competition is good,
the win would come down to the
team with the best swings, the
best passes and the team who
served aggressively," Lukens
said.
The second game was a display of continuous rallies, which
resulted in a tight score
throughout. The back- and-forth
affair produced 15 ties. The final
kill by sophomore Liz Hudson
ended the game at 30-28.
"Rallies are huge for the
team’s momentum. It gets the

crowd into the game, and when
we win the rallies, it gets the
team up," Lukens added.
SJSU focused on digging the
hole for the Wolf Pack from the
start of Game 3.
"With the level that Nevada is
at, we knew that we could not let
up in the third game," Choate
said. "Our mantra is: we dig a
hole for a team, and they have to
find a way out."
The Wolf Pack refused to give
up and tied the final game at 99, but couldn’t pull any closer.
The Spartans then went on a 101 run and left Nevada wondering
were its chance had gone.
"The third game was fun to
come out strong and watch
Nevada’s faces drop," Pascucci
said.
Brianna Blair went on a
swinging frenzy to end the game,
having three consecutive kills
and 18 kills in the entire match.
SJSU is scheduled to play the
University of Hawai’ i at 7 p.m.
on Thursday at the Event Center.
The Rainbow Wahine are sitting in first place in the WAC.
"Next week is a big week for
us and this was a good start,"
Hudson said. "Winning definitely prepares you mentally."

Garcia, Owens
push 49ers to
37-31 OT win
Jeff GarATLANTA (AP)
cia threw his third touchdown
pass of the game to Terrell
Owens, a 52-yarder with 6:16
left in overtime Sunday, to give
the San Francisco 49ers a 37-31
victory over the Atlanta Falcons.
San Francisco (4-1), rallying
from an early 14-0 hole, tied the
score at 31 when Garcia hooked
up with Owens on a 17-yard
touchdown with 17 seconds left
in regulation.
The Falcons (2-3) caught a
break in overtime when the
Niners drove to Atlanta’s 16 on
their first possession, only to
have Garcia fumble a snap.
Atlanta couldn’t take advantage, going three-and-out to
give Garcia another chance. He
quickly redeemed himself.
On third-and-5 at the San
Francisco 48, Owens slipped
behind Falcons cornerback Ray
Buchanan to haul in the pass,
broke a tackle and high stepped into the end zone for
the winning touchdown.

Job Search!
Have you checked the c6ssffieds.’

The Rocket is set to take off
after Yanks clobber A’s, 9-2
OAKLAND, Calif. (AP)
Roger Clemens got off a plane just
in time to find out he’ll hare a job
to do Monday night.
The New York Yankees turned
the improbable into the inevitable,
wrapping up a two-game weekend
sweep in Oakland on Sunday to
force a decisive Game 5 in their AL
division series.
It had seemed extremely
unlikely Clemens would get another chance to pitch in 2001. He left
Game 1 with a tight hamstring,
and the Yankees lost the first two
games at home to face elimination
and the end of their three-year
reign as World Series champions.
But New York won both games
in Oakland, where the Athletics
had won .17 straight entering the
playoffs, to ensure a trip home for
Game 5 on Monday night.
And Clemens has healed sufficiently
though far from 100
percent to pitch again.
So Clemens worked out Sunday morning, then got on a commercial jet bound for New York
before Game 4 began.
The Yankees’ 9-2 win Sunday
meant Clemens’ changed itinerary was not in vain.
"He felt good today off the
mound. So I feel good that he’ll
physically be able to do it tomorrow," Yankees manager Joe Torre
said before Sunday’s game. "Sure,
he’s probably not as good as if it
never happened. ... I’d say probably in the area of 70, 80 percent,
that may be a good guess."
Torre said Clemens practiced
pickoffs and fielding bunts Sunday,
and that one of his biggest concerns is that the right-hander not
get too psyched up before the start.
"We’ll see what he looks like. If
I’m not comfortable watching
what we see, then we’ll make a
switch," Torre said after Sunday’s
game. "He is self motivated,

there s no question. He’s higher
than a kite every time he goes out
there, because he’s done this his
whole career.
"I think the only danger with
him, the physical part aside, is not
to get too high and too pumped up,
because he has a tendency to get a
little wild."
The A’s expected starter for
Game 5, Mark Mulder, stayed
behind in Oakland for what he
hoped would be a team celebration.
Instead, he watched from the
edge of the dugout as the Yankees
evened up the series.
Mulder wasn’t talking after
Sunday’s game, but his teammates
said they’re confident he’ll hold his
own in the matchup with Clemens.
"It’s Rocket versus Mulder, two
hot pitchers," A’s designated hitter
Jeremy Giambi said. "They’re
both going to be tough."
The Ms will go to New York without one of their key offensive players. Right fielder Jermaine Dye
broke his left shin when he fouled a
ball into his leg in the third inning
Sunday. Dye joined the Ns in a July
trade from Kansas City.
"We won a few games this year
when he wasn’t here, so we’re
going to have to find a way to get it
done," Ns manager Art Howe said.
Even though the Yankees now
have momentum on their side,
and a future Hall of FEuner scheduled to start for them Monday
night, the A’s still have a bit of history going for them in 11 previous postseason series that they’ve
held a 2-1 lead, they’ve gone on to
win all 11 times.
Last year, it was the Yankees
who lost Game 4 at home before
flying across the country to beat
Oakland in Game 5 on the road.
"It’s nice to be on a high going
home, winning two in a row," Torre
said. "But we certainly know that
this thing isn’t over.’

CREDIT CARD QUIZ (CONT.)

13) Credit cards are
valuable because they
A.

offer financial flexibility

B.

can be used conveniently on-line

C.

are "shiny"
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For answers to questions like these and others about how credit cards really work, visit
www.credit-ed.citibank.com. Be smart. Get the facts you need to use your card wisely.
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San Jose State University students show their support at Saturday’s homecoming game at Spartan Stadium. The Spartans lost 24-17 to the Southern Methodist University Mustangs.

SISU linebacker Patrick Battle puts pressure on SMU quarterback David Page.

Eight thousand people were in attendance at the homecoming game at Spartan Stadium on Saturday.

BUY 1 GET

1 for 49c
’.56411,

Try our party platters!!!
Right across from campus

Photos by
Ben Liebenberg
and David Bitton
Spartan football coaches shout instructions to the players on the
field during the first half of Saturday’s game.

Homecoming queen Tanika Byrd and king Gus Pries
were crowned on Saturday during halftime festivities.
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Homecoming no cure for Spartans’ winless ways
Meanwhile, SMU (1-4, 1-2 in
the WAC) moved the ball on the
ground with ease against the
You know things are getting Spartans’ defense.
ShanDerrick
Freshman
ugly when the head coach throws
up after the game.
Charles looked like some other
Make no mistake about it, famous Mustangs, such as Eric
that’s what the Spartan football Dickerson and Doak Walker, as he
team’s 24-17 loss to Southern brutalized the SJSU defense for
Methodist University was ugly. 243 yards in 23 carries.
"I know all those guys," Charles
While San Jose State University was trying to digest what had said. "I’ve watched films of them
just happened, how the Spartans and imagined running with them."
With only one college carry to
had become 0-5, head coach Fitz
Hill just couldn’t,
his credit, Charles looked beyond
his 19 years of age on the field.
He vomited.
Hill said the Spartans gave
"It didn’t rest well with me," the
Charles a lot of help.
first-year head coach said.
"Right now we can’t stop anyAgain, he was haunted by the
same demon that has troubled his thing defensively," Hill said. "We
team all season: turnovers,
made him effective; we just didn’t
"It baffles me," Hill said. "I think tackle."
I need to go to a psychologist."
Early in the game, Charles
With the scored tied at 14-14 in wasn’t causing as many problems.
the third quarter, the Spartans (0- In fact, the Spartans got on the
2 in the Western Athletic Confer- board first, marking the first time
ence) were moving the ball well SJSU has held a lead this season.
After being kept out a series in
until tailback Deonce Whitaker
fumbled and the ball was scooped favor of backup quarterback Clint
up by the Mustangs.
Carlson, Marcus Arroyo respondThat play drained the life out of ed by leading the Spartans to the
the Spartans.
most efficient drive of the after"The fumble killed all our noon.
Arroyo needed just five plays
momentum on the field," Hill said.
"I feel like that has been the story before he connected with wide
of my life this year. I know that receiver Edell Shepherd for a 40I’ve talked about turnovers since yard touchdown pass in the secday one. That seems to be the ond quarter.
On the Spartans’ next posses’
biggest thorn in my side as a head
football coach."
sion, Nick Gilliam attempted a 52By Mike Osegueda

DAILY SENIOR STAFF WRITER

yard field goal that was blocked
and returned 50 yards by SMU’s
Jonas Rutledge for a touchdown.
Then Charles took control.
He carried the ball four of seven
times on the SMU drive, with runs
of 18 and 39 yards, as SMU put
another touchdown on the board
to go up 14-7.
The Spartans responded in the
final seconds of the first half, when
Arroyo drove the team to the goal
line and had a fourth-down-andgoal situation on his hands,
When the play began, everybody went to the left except tight
end George Campos, who Arroyo
hit in the end zone from two yards
out, tying the game at 14-14.
After the third quarter fumble
by Whitaker, things went down
the drain,
SMU added a field goal in the
third quarter and a touchdown to
start the fourth quarter.
The Spartans’ offense only
managed to score three points in
the second half, a 29-yard field goal
from Gilliam with a little more
than five minutes left in the game.
"Right now I don’t think it’s as
much as much a physical demise
as it is a mental demise," Hill said.
Still, Hill is in unfamiliar territory. He’s winless in five games.
"I’ve never been 0-5," Hill said.
"I feel like I’m at war, in uncharted territory. But we’re not waving
the white flag,! promise you that."
Hill joined an elite class, albeit

one he probably doesn’t want to be
in, of head coaches to go 0-5 at
SJSU.
Dave Baldwin (1997) and John
Ralston (1993) both were 0-5 in
their first years directing the
Spartans.
Staring at the zero in the win
column hurts the players just as
much as Hill.
"rve never been 0-5 in my life,"
said Whitaker, who had 102 yards
in 25 carries. "And I don’t think
anyone on this team has been."
Where the Spartans go from
here isn’t certain. Hill said he
would examine the game tape in
hopes of finding something positive from this game.
Nonetheless, the team’s goal,
the one that everyone has being
winrepeating since day one
ning the WAC championship
seems to be disappearing.
"It’s gonna be hard at 0-5," said
defensive tackle Larry Dawson.
"It’s gonna be hard to go to practice because it’s gonna seem we’re
not competing for anything."
George Campos celebrates
after scoring on a two -yard
touchdown pass from Marcus
Arroyo during the second quarter of Saturday’s game. The
Spartans fell to Southern
Methodist University 24-17.
David Baton Daily Stall

After a week of speculation, Carlson remains the backup
By Chris Giovannetti
DAILY STA} F WRITER

With 3:31 remaining in the
third quarter during the San Jose
State University football game
against Southern Methodist University on Saturday, a chant by
fans in the home side stands at
Spartan Stadium began.
"Put in Clint."
"Put in Clint."
The call was for SJSU backup
quarterback Clint Carlson to
replace starter Marcus Arroyo.
Carlson came under speculation in the week prior to the game
when head coach Fitz Hill mentioned that Carlson could receive
significant playing time against
the Mustangs.
However, when the game
ended, Carlson participated on
one drive to some fans’ dismay.
"It’s a hard question to
answer," Carlson said when asked
if he received a fair shot. "Probably not, but I trust my coaches

judgment. I thought I would get
more playing time though."
Arroyo, on the other hand, led
a frustrated Spartan offense that
held leads of 7-0 and 14-7 on the
afternoon before succumbing in
the second half.
Despite two touchdown passes,
including a 40-yard strike to
Edell Shepard in the second
quarter, Arroyo completed 6- of17 passes for 94 yards in the first
half.
In the second half, the junior
signal caller was 3-for-8 with 39
passing yards.
Arroyo declined to comment on
any questions regarding playing
time or the quarterback position.
Hill, who vomited after the
game, said he had been disgusted
with the way things have been
going.
"Fm not pleased with what I’ve
seen," he said.
An Arroyo-led offense accumulated just 28 yards on the first
two drives of the game.

POSITION ANNOUNCEMENT
STUDENT INTERNS TO THE PRESIDENT
Responsibilities
Presidential liaison to SJSU students and serve
as an ambassador to the university community.
Coordinate campus discussions between the
President and fellow students.
Develop better student communication tools and
enhance current dialogue techniques among
students

That’s when Hill gave Carlson
the signal to warm up.
On his first play, Carlson
botched a handoff to tailback
Deonce Whitaker, who fumbled
the ball out of bounds.
After his suspect start, Carlson then took the Spartans from
their own 25-yard line to the
Mustang 38 before turning the
ball over on downs.
"I was paranoid all day about
turnovers," said Hill, whose Spartans rank last among the 10
Western Athletic Conference
teams in turnover ratio. "When
Clint put it too high in Deonce’s
hands, I didn’t feel comfortable.
Right now, rm just thinking of
protecting the ball."
Carlson said he understood
Hill’s reasoning for removing
him.
"I understand (Hill) not wanting me to turn over the ball,"
Carlson said. "If that was his reasoning for not playing me more, I
understand. I’m not going to bad
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Salary
$10 per hour (81ohalitinneek)

-.

Applications now available in the President’s Office,
Tower Hall 206, Student Interns Office, Tower Hall
107, or Office of the Assistant to the President for
i
Campus Climate. Tower Hall 108.

Be an Angel..
Donate Eggs!

need t-shirts?

We’re not like every
other high-tech company.
We’re hiring.
No one told you the hardest part of being an engineer would be finding
your first job. Of course, it s still possible to get the high-tech work
you want by joining the U.S. Air Force. You can leverage your degree
immediately and get hands-on experience with some of the most
sophisticated technology on earth. To find out how to get your career off
the ground, call 1 -800-423-USAF or visit our Web site at airforce.com

Deadline for applications:
November 7, 2001 by 5:00pm
In the President’s office, Tower Hall 206
Questions or more information, call 408-924-2981
rm.
community in wINCh a Awn* populdaten

IX
San Jos. State University la an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action
can
employer, committed to cresting
learn and work In an atmosphere of Inclusion and respact for each Individual.
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mouth my coaches. I’m just going 10 points in the next seven-andto tip my hat to them and support a-half minutes.
them."
The Spartans could muster
Despite being sporadic in the just 60 yards in the final 20 minfirst half, Arroyo was effective in utes of the contest.
keeping the Spartans in the
For the game, SJSU converted
game.
just 7-of-13 third-down opportuThat was, until, SJSU opted to nities.
put the ball on the ground more
"I don’t care who is in the
in the second half, a move that game (Arroyo or Carlson) as long
would prove fatal.
as we move the ball," Whitaker If you are 21-30 years old,
With the Spartans surging late said.
healthy, bright& responsible
in the third quarter, Mustang
Carlson concurred.
Call Family Fertility Center
linebacker D.D. Lee forced
"I’ve always been taught that
All nationalities needed
Whitaker to fumble the ball at the sum of the parts is greater
1-800-939-6888
the SMU 24-yard line.
than any one part," Carlson said.
Generous compensation
"!blame myself for the fumble. "I’m just a part."
I was driving for more yards and
(the ball) popped out," said
7.37 ea. for 25 Beefy
Whitaker, who finished the day
with 102 yards rushing, marking
5.78
ea. for 50 One color,
his second 100-yard game of the
season.
4.99 ea. for 100 (1)Zation.
"That fumble killed our
momentum on that drive," Hill
(408) 616-7700
said. "Turnovers it feels like
"I discovered
CENTURY
the story of my life."
The Mustangs went on to score Century Graphics for
GRAPHICS
Custom Printed T-shirts. They’re
screen Printing & Design
Fact Lacy. and Affordable! All Their
155 Commercial SE,
Prices Include Screen Set-Ups and
Sunnyvale. CA 94086
mastereerd
one Hour of Artwork! I loved my
iworaPh.’" ’"
shirts so much, I told all my friends!" embroidery ’le’.gth’r" ron, fax
140815.6-7733

Employment Into
All applicants must be matriculated SJSU students in good
standing. Previous experience working with campus
organizations and an understanding of recent climate
issues is preferred.

IT

U.S. AIR FORCE
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RALLY: Some feel America should re-evaluate its policies
continued from Page I

p.

on terrorism until we come to
terms with our own terrorism,"
Hijazi said. "We have a history
of terrorism with what we did to
the indigenous populations of
this country. I think bombing a
country without evidence is terrorism."
Community member Melissa
Lozano, who performed her
poem "Culture" about people of
color experiencing racism,
agreed that Americans have
their own problems to work on
"This war is going on, but we
have other wars going on, like

racism," Lozano said.
Some of those in attendance
Friday said they felt the United
States must re-evaluate its own
policies and socioeconomic
structure.
Community member Rebecca
Webber said, "We came to the
rally because we’re worried.
Foreign policy bothers me
greatly.
"I feel the economy is the reason we’re going to war. I don’t
think it’s a coincidence we’re
starting a recession," Webber
said.
Hijazi added, "We need to
look at our foreign policies in

FAX: 408-924-3282

CLUB WILD NOW HIRING
Barback & Cocktail Waitress
Must be 21 years. Apply at 175
North San Pedro St., Thur, Fri,
Sat, 8:30pm - 9:30pm or leave
message at 408-286-WILD.
FUN PROMOTIONAL JOBS
$10/hr to give away cool new
products. Promogirl.com.
LAW OFFICE PART-TIME
Positions available. File Clerk,
Mail Clerk and Reception. Your
intelligence is much more
important than your experience.
Ideal for students. 15-20 hours
per week. Flexible scheduling
during final and school holidays.
Call Janice at 408-292-5400.
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY
Student Friendly - Training
All Shifts Open - Grave Bonus
Call Now. 408-247-4827
DEFEND DEMOCRACY!
National research center started
by Presidents Carter and Ford
needs researchers, graphic
artists, programmers, media
specialists, accountants. Low pay,
but extraordinary experience!
Send resumes to:
Richard Kimball
Project Vote Smart
1 Common Ground
Philipsburg, MT 59858
CLERICAL PERSON-Part-Time.
Microsoft, Excel & General
office work. For more into call
Gary Leger 408-267-1665.
PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS
HOPE Rehabilitation Services,
a non-profit agency which offers
a variety of quality services for
adults who have developmental
disabilities has part and full time
opporkrilbes. EOE/AA
ern irnnpinion:
Assist clients
with daily living skills, such
as grocery shopping. PT,
$10/hour. Must have own
transportation. Roommate:
Free rent in exchange for 5
overnights, 10 hours/week
training with client.
Call LYNNE: (408) 282-0415.
Instructor: Implement day
activity program in team
environment, assist clients in
job training. FT. $1785/month
& excellent benefits. 1:1 Aide:
Supervise clients with special
needs in day program. 8am1:30pm or 9:30am-3pm M-F.
$10/hr. Substitute: Day activity
program. PT. $10/hour
Call CATHY (408) 282-0459.
Job Coach: Provide lob
training for clients at work site
in community Clean DMV. CA
drivers’ lic.. own transportation
$1995/mo & excellent benefits
Call: Valerie (408) 748-2890
Please visit our website at www
hopedirect.org/employment.html
All majors welcome
$GET PAID For Your Opinions!S
Earn $154125 & more per survey’
www.money4opinions.com
$1000’S WEEKLY?! Stuff
envelopes at home for $2 each
plus bonuses. FIT, PIT. Make
$800+ weekly, guaranteed’
Free supplies. For details send
1 stamp to: N-28. PMB 552.
12021 Wilshire BI
Los Angeles. CA 90025

Certain advertisements in
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
for
numbers or add r
information
additional
Classified readers should bra
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services
In addition, readers should
carefully inventigate all firms
offering employment listings
a coupons for discount
vacations or merchandise.

BICYCLE MESSENGERS
Looking for your not so traditional
bike messengers. You don’t
need experience we’ll train you.
You will need a bike, lock,
helmet & common sense. All
welcome to appy for this fun,
flexible, outdoors job. Apply in
person at Inner City Express
22 W. Saint John St. San Jose.
Cross street is N. First.

KT CLERICAL, Afternoons
Flexible, reliable person with
DENTAL OFFICE RECEPTIONIST good phone manner. Fax
Must be professional, friendly resume to 408-360-0890.
and have some basic computer
skills. Starting salary is $10/hr. CUSTOMER SERVICE SALES
Call Sue, 408-691-0505.
Immediate positions available in
busy year-round Swim school.
For Part -Time and
AM/PM/Weekday/Saturday
Full -Time Positions, call positions available. Must have
HALLMARK PERSONNEL strong computer skills and
Staffing Silicon Valley since 1983 excellent telephone personality.
Office jobs in local companies Complimentary athletic memStudents/grads/career change bership included. Apply at AVAC
Temp/Temp-to-Hire/Direct Hire Swim School 5400 Camden
Sunnyvale to Redwood City
Ave. Si 95124. 408-445-4917
Phone: (650) 320-9698
Now interviewing!!! Call today!!!
Fax: (650) 320-9688
www.hallmarkpersonnel.com FRATERNMES SORORMES
CLUBS STUDENT GROUPS
BEHAVIOR TUTORS to work w/ Earn $1,000 - $2,000 this
children w/ autism. Competitive semester with the easy
pay. Flex hours. Psy, Ed, OT, Sp Campusfundraiser.com three
Ed, Child Dev & related fields. hour fundraising event. Does
Anjlee 408-945-2336, mention ad not involve credit card
applications. Fundraising dates
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
are filling quickly, so call today!
iD Tech Camps Foundation. Contact Campusfundraiser.com
This individual would be respon- at (888) 923-3238, or visit
sible for acting as a liaison www.campusfundraisercom.
between the Foundation & the
Community by promoting techASIAN AMERICANS FOR
nology-oriented Girls’ Specific COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
Week and Outreach Programs Located in San Jose. we are a
at targeted schools, local
growing community based
agencies and youth groups. nonprofit established in 1973.
Flexible hours, excellent verbal As a multi service agency, our
& written skills required, leaderdiverse services include
ship and ability to work in language & culturally-proficient
teams, experience in writing mental health services, senior
and securing grants preferred.
services, youth services,
Call 408-626-7241. E -Mail:
a primary care health clinic
iDream@internalDrive.org
and a domestic violence
prevention/education program.
DELIVERY DRIVERS
We are hiring for the following
Party rental business. Perfect
FT/ PT positions:
for Students! Earn $250 eve Mental Health Counselors:
weekend! Must have reliable
Provide direct mental health
truck or van. Heavy lifting is
rehabilitiation services to
required. 408-292-7876.
agency’s clients.
Requirements: BA/MA in
GROOMER’S ASST. / KENNEL behavioral sciences or related
help needed for small exclusive
field, fluent in vietnamese
shop and kennel. PT, Tues-Sat.
a plus.
Must be reliable, honest, able to
Youth Counselors:
do physical work. Prefer exp Provide counseling assistance
working w/ dogs, but will train.
to youths. Requirements:
Great oppty for dog lover. Can BA/BS is behavioral sciences
FAX resume to 408/377-0109 or
or equivalent experience.
Call 371-9115.
Family Advocates Domestic
Violence Program:
CATERING - Want to work at
Provide counseling and
some of the most fun & exciting
guidance at emergency
parties in the Bay Area? Catered
shelter for battered women.
Too is now hiring friendly and
Requirements: BA/BS in
professional individuals to join
behavioral sciences or
our catering team. Earn money
equivalent expenence.
& have fun at the same time. Volunteers Always Needed?
Starting pay varies with experiSend resumes to:
ence. Flexible hours. Please
AACI
contact Alia at 295-6819.
Human Resources
2400 Moorpark Ave. #300
GIRLS PIT AFTER-SCHOOL
San Jose, CA 95128
COUNSELORS positions 10-15
Fax: (408) 975-2745
hours/week. $10/hour. Cover Email: roland.acupidoOaaciorg
letter and resume to Dept. MD,
Fax: 408-287-8025. Email: TELEMARKETING part/full-time
personnel@girlscoutsofscc.org. Newspaper subscriptions. Near
See www.girlscoutsofscc.org for SJSU. Hourly+Commission. Call
details & other positions. AA/EOE. 408-494-0200 9am-9pm. Assist.
Management position also avail.
PART-TIME TELEMARKETERS
needed. Software services firm LOOKING TO EARN money for
located near San Jose Airport. your organization or yourself’?
Excellent people & communica- Try Fund-U, a no cost fundraising
tion skills are a must. Call: program that’s easy & reliable.
Anthony Soares 408-436-1061. Calf 1 -866-48-FUND-U or visit
Email: jobs@dataedgeinc.com www.fund.u.corn.

continued from Page I

the women expressed dislikes
for men who either don’t
express themselves, are selfish
or have too much pride.
Gina Lorenzo, leadership
development coordinator of the
Student Life Center, said it
bothers her when her husband
wants to solve her problems
instead of listening.
The topic of what women
look for in a man had a lot of
response. The women said they
wanted a man who is not
afraid to be himself, has ambition and has a good sense of
humor.

$35-$85/HR! Wear costume @
events 4 kids, S Bay + SF. FUNI Must
have car, be avail Minds. No exp
rezfd. WM train. Cal 831457-8166.

SWIM INSTRUCTORS & LIFEGUARDS needed in San Jose
for Easter Seals Bay Area.
Monday -Friday FT/benefits &
PT/benefits. Call Peter or Jacob
TEACH DRIVING - Good Pay, 295-0228. Resume 730 Empey
Fun Job. Work when you want. Way, San Jose 95128 or fax
Car & training provided. Must be 408-295-2957.
over 21 & HS grad. 408-971-7557
SWIM INSTRUCTORS
WELCOME BACK SPARTANS!
& LIFEGUARDS
Local valet company in search No experience nec. Will train.
of enthusiastic and energetic Flexible hours. Fun environment.
individuals to work at nearby
Central YMCA 351-6323.
malls, hotels & pnvate events.
FT/PT available. We will work TAI CHI/KICKBOX AEROBICS
around your busy school Instructors: Need a job with a
schedule. Must have clean positive working environment’?
DMV. Lots ot fun & earn good Join the YMCA! lnstuctors needed
money. Call 867-7275.
Monday 7-8pm. Contact Debi
408-226-9622 x 26. EOE
DRIVING INSTRUCTORS
Immed openings, full or part
EASTER SEALS BAY AREA
time. Will train, must be 21.
seeks Activitiy Aides, PT with
$12.00/hr to start. 768-0566. benefits to work w/ children ages
RECEPTIONIST, flexible
13 -22 with developmental
scheduling. 768-0566.
disabilities in San Jose, MondayFriday. $9.78/hr. Call Ron
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
Halog, 408-295-0228. Resume:
Up to $600/month
730 Empey Way, San Jose
Become a Sperm Donor
95128 or fax 408-295-2957.
Healthy males, 19-40 years old
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
EMPLOYMENT
Contact California Cryobank
1-650-324-1900, M -F, 8-4:30

EMPLOYMENT
Recreation/Swim etc.
HEAD LIFEGUARD FT with
benefits. Supervise year round
aquatic staff, in large facility.
Duties include, but are not limited
to supervision, training, risk
mgmt. & member relationships.
Resumes open until position filled.
Previous lifeguard experience a
must. Applicant must be over 21.
Send resumes to: Central YMCA
1717 The Alameda, San Jose, CA
95126. Call 408-351-6326 for info.
SUBSTITUTE
RECREATION LEADERS
Join the SMALL WORLD
SCHOOLS team as a Substitute
Teacher/ Rec Leader & enjoy the
flexibility you need. Small World
Schools is looking for students
wanting to work with children in
our before and after school care
programs. As a substitute you
can choose which days you’re
available for work. The only
requirement is your desire
to work with children ages
5 through 12 years in a fun
recreation type atmosphere.
Call 408-283-9200 today for an
interview,or fax your resume
to 408-283-9201.
NOW HIRING RECREATION
Leaders, $9 -$12/hr, flex hours,
weekdays. Work with children in
the Los Gatos Saratoga area.
Contact Laurie Boswell @ 408354-8700 x224.
RECREATION LEADER, City of
San Jose, $12.05 hr. starting.
Rewarding job for someone who
enjoys working with youth. Here’s
your opportunity to make a difference in a child’s life. seeking
candidates w/leadership. organization & problem solving skills to
implement exciting after school
programs. Hours: M-F afternoons
and Sat. mornings. Candidates
must have a high school diploma
or equiv & pass a background
check before starting their work
assignment. For more information contact the Hiring Unit
979-7826 or download @
http://jobs.cityofsj.org.

Rachel Fragola, a senior
graphic design major, said she
looks for a man who challenges
her mentally.
Female participants in the
workshop expressed the importance of wearing the right
shoes, clothing and fashion
style. Those things are confidence boosters for women,
Fragola said.
"Men watch sports. Women
go shopping," she said.
The question on shopping
took up so much time that
more than half of the questions
that were posed where not able
to be responded to because the
workshop was out of time.

CHILDCARE TEACHER tor
quality recreation program serving 2-12 year olds. Must enjoy
leading art, games and group
activities. Flex hours, days,
eves & weekends. PT/Fr. Team
environment. Benefits available.
CD units preferred. Email
kidspark@kidspark.com or FAX
resume to 408-260-7366, or call
for an interview.
4KOi d8s- p
26aCirk- 91
Inc

TEACHERS, TEACHER’S AIDES,
SUBS AND
RECREATION LEADERS
Enjoy working with kids? Join
the team at Small World
Schools, get great experience
WORKING WITH CHILDREN
AGES 5-12 years in our before
and after school rec. programs.
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
offers competitve pay, health
benefits for 30 + hrs, excellent
training, and a fun work environment. We can often offer flexible
hours around your school
schedule. This is a great job
for both men and women
Call 408-283-9200, sort 10 or
fax resume to 408-283-9201.
Part-time employees needed
with or without units in ECE, art,
recreation,
music. dance, phys ed.
Childcare/Nannies human services,
social welfare,
nursing, psychology, sociology
NANNY NEEDED for 6 yr old w/ home economics, or elementary
learning disability 1-6pm/M-F. education
Ray & help with schoolwork. Must
be patient have car. 408-395-0235
HEAD TEACHERS
TEACHERS / AIDES
NANNY JOBS
UT/P & SCHOOL -AGE
-Part-time mornings/afternoons:
For a High -Quality,
$15 - $20/hour.
Non-Profit Organization.
.2-3 full days per week:
We want YOU - an enthusiastic.
$300 - $600/week.
energetic individual to complete
"Full-time up to $3500/month. our team!
South Bay, Perinstia. & East Bay.
Come play, learn & earn $$$
NO FEE TO REGISTER!!!
while you attend morning or
Call Town & Country Resources evening classes! Palo Alto
1-888-772-3999
Community Child Care, voted
WWW.TANDCR.COM
"Best Child Care in Palo Alto"
operates 18 programs in Palo
CHILD CARE/NANNY PT &FT Alto. Accredited Programs.
Established Los Gatos agency PT or FT, or create your own
seeks warm, caring students schedule of hours and days ass
for part and full time
Substitute at our 18 centers.
nanny positions.
12+ ECE req. BA,BS in relatWe list only the best jobs!
ed field OK in lieu of ECE for
Hours flexible around school school-age teachers. $11+/hr.,
from 15 hrs/wk to full time.
depending on exp., plus full
$15-$18/HR
benefits at 20 hours/week:
STANFORD PARK NANNIES Medical. Acupuncture/Chiro.,
408-395-3043
Dental, Vision, Ins. (employerwww spnannies corn
aid) 11 Holida s
’10 da s of
Vac; 15 days 3rd & 4th yrs; 20
days
at
5+yrs.
12
days
Sick
EMPLOYMENT
Tuition Reimb. Retirement Plan
Monthly
Staff
Training.
Special
Education/Schools
Rate for Employee Child Care.
Call (650) 493-2361 tor appliACTION DAY NURSERIES
cation information or fax resume
PRIMARY PLUS seeking Infant to (650) 493-0936. Visit us at
Toddler & Preschool Teachers www.paccc.corn. EOE.
& Aides. F/T & P/T positions
available. Substitute positions
DIRECTORS, TEACHERS,
are also available that offe r ASST. DIRECTORS, AIDES
flexible hours. ECE units are Thinking about a career working
required for Teacher position s with children or teens? The
but not req. for Aide positions YMCA of Santa Clara Valley is
Excellent opportunity for Child hiring Center Directors, Asst.
Development majors. Please Directors, Teachers and Aides.
call Cathy for an interview a ’ Programs located thoughout
408-244-1968 or fax resume t San Jose, Cupertino, Santa
408-248-7350.
Clara, Los Gatos, Saratoga,
Campbell, Evergreen, Milpitas,
*TEACHERS INSTRUCTORS* Berryessa, Morgan Hill, Gilroy &
PIT Instructors Elem. Schools
Boulder Creek. Full & Part-time
Degree/Credential NOT Required positions available - flexible
Opportunity for teaching erg) hours around school Fun staff
A
Need Car. VM: (408) 287-417
- teams, great experience workext. 408. ECE/AAE
ing with children, career
FT/PT
WANT TO EARN EXTRA MONEY advancement, excellent
benefits& training opportunities.
AND
& locations:
information
For
more
LOVE CHILDREN?
Visit our WEB page at:
TOP PAY - Immediate perm &
vvvAv.scvymca.org
temp positions as Teachers a
Fax resume to: 408-351-6477
ECE & After School Programs
Email: YMCAjob@scvymca.org
(408) 287-3222

_____
L RATES FOR NATIONAL/AGENCY RATES CALI, 408-924-3277
DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCA
Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
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Ad Rates: 3-line minimum
3 lines

One
Day
$5

Two
Days
$7

Three
Days
$9

Four
Days
$11

Please check /
one classification:

Nemo
Five
Days
$13

15, 2001

GENDER: Offered solutions to sexist stereotypes

CLASSIFIED

The SPARTAN DAILY
EARN AT LEAST $25: NASA
makes no claim for products needs right
or services advertised below 18-29 for handed males ages
a helicopter study.
nor is there any guarantee
Must be US citizen or green
implied. The classified
columns of the Spartan Daily card holder. Call 650-604-5118.
consist of paid advertising
LICENSED NUTRITIONIST
and offerings are not
approved or verified by the Lead nutrition conditioning class
newspaper.
in San Jose. Monday-Frday. Per
Diem/ No benefits, 6 hrs/week.
Call Peter 408-295-0228.
EMPLOYMENT
Resume: 730 Empey Way, San
Jose
95128 or fax 408-295-2957.
General
ATTENTION: SJSU STUDENTS
Part-time work available with
flexible hours (5-30 hours/week)
Internships possible
All majors may apply
Scholarships awarded annually
Some conditions apply
Start at 17.25 BASE - app?
Earn $85 $500 per week
Gain valuable experience in
customer service & sales
No experience necessary
Extensive training provided
Endorsed by National
Academic Advisory Board
Call 615-1500
10am -4pm
www.workforstudents.com/sjsu

South America ... (and) the
Middle East."
Nisperos encouraged people
to consider these ideas, and others, when making their decisions about the war.
"I don’t agree that you have
to blindly follow the president
to be patriotic," she said. "I
think the people who have been
true patriots are the ones who
try and change America for the
better."
Dorabji said, "I’m ... American because I have the courage
to stand up and say what I
know is truth."

MUMMY, Ocroan

Address
CtnIfiStWa

Rate increases $2 for each additional line per ad.
Rate increases $2 for each additional day.
FREQuENCY_DIfiCQVNTE
20 + consecutive issues. receive 10% off.
40 + consecutive issues receive 20% off.
50 + consecutive issues receive 25% off.

bp code

_Lost and Found’
Announcements
Campus Clubs
Greek Messages
Events
Volunteers
For Sale
Electronics
Wanted
Employment
Opportunities

_Rental Housing
_Shared Housing
_Real Estate
_Services
_Health/Beauty
_Sportsahnils
Insurance
_Entertainment
_Travel
_Tutonng
_Word Processing

Phone
Send dieck or money order to: (No Credit Cards Accepted)
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University
San Jose, CA 95192-0149
advertisers
III Classified desk is located in Dwight Bente! Hall. Room 209
Local rates apply to Santa Clara County
and SJSU students, staff 8 faculty.
Deadline 1000 a.m two weekdays before publication
All ads are prepaid No refunds on canceled ads
First line in bold for no extra charge up to 25 spaces.
Additional words nay be set in bold type at a per ad le Rates for consecutive publication dates only.
charge of $3 per word.
QUESTIONS? CALL (406)9244277
SJSU STUDENT RATE: 25% OFF - Rate applies to private party ads only, no discount for other persons or businesses
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10am to 3pm. STUDENT ID REQUIRED
Lost & Found ads are offered free as a service to the campus community

Some of the participants
said they respected those who
wear whatever they want and
who are not pressured by society to conform to trends.
Everyone who participated
discussed the importance of
being his or herself in a relationship.
Wolcott, the event’s coordinator, ended the workshop by
calling the event a success.
"This is the best it’s ever
gone," he said.
Lorenzo said she would have
liked to see more students
attend the workshop, particularly men.

PHN: 408-924-3277

PRESCHOOL TEACHERS
Great Pay. Excellent Benefits.
Flexible Work Schedule.
408-225-7700
www.tempcare.corn

WANTED

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES
Special Ed & Regular Class.
$10,86-$15.43/hr. Saratoga S&.
Dist. Call 867-3424 x504 for into
& application Immediate Need.

WORD PROCESSING
PROFESSIONAL
WORD PROCESSING
Theses, Term Papers,
Group Projects, etc.
All formats, including APA.
Experienced. Dependable.
Quick Return. Call Linda
(408) 264-4504.

AJUTA-MA,VA ROG! I need
help to learn Romanian language
If Romanian is your first language.
and you would like to help.
please call Tracy 999-0178

HEALTH/BEAUTY
LOSE 20 LBS FAST?
Money Back guarantee $38.00
FREE Samples. 408-297-5390
PREGNANT? NEED HELP?
Call Birthright, 408-241-8444 or
800-550-4900. Free/Confidential.

SHARED HOUSING

SERVICES
EDITOR/TUTOR: proofreading,
rewriting, help with writing and
organizing. Tutoring in English.
literature, writing. reading. &
math through beginning algebra.
www.tutoringandediting.corn
925-399-5098

SJSU INTERNATIONAL HOUSE
3 Female and 1 Male Spaces
Now Available
Fun & Friendly environment
5 minute walk to campus
Well-equipped kitchen
Computer and Study rooms
2 pianos & game rooms
Laundry facilities
Parking
For Amencan and International
Students Call 924-6570 or stop by
for a tour. 360S. 118h St. between
San Salvador & San Carlos.

New Smile Choice Dental Plan
(includes cosmetic) $69.00 per
year. Save 30% - 60%. For info
call 1.800-655-3225 or
RENTAL HOUSING
www.studentdental.com or
1920’S CLASSIC 1BFt/1BA for
WNW. goldenwestdental.com
clean, quiet, sober financially
responsible. 1 parking. Yard.
INSURANCE
Hardwood floors. 551-553 So 61h.
$1000 & up. Peter 408-746-1900
LOWEST AUTO INSURANCE
Lowest Down Payment
SPACIOUS 1 & 2 BDRM APTS.
Easy Payment Plan
Live in luxury & walk to school!
Good Student Discount
We offer a pool, spa, sauna, full
International Driver Welcomed gym, on -site management, all
No Driver Refused
appliances included, central A/C.
Call for Free Quotes
Stop by today for a tour.
408-272-0312
Open Monday thru Saturday.
pnninsur aol com
THE COLONNADE
PNN INSURANCE AGENCY
201 So. 4th St. 408-279-3639

Daily Crossword
ACROSS
1
5
9
13
14
15
16

Grin broadly
Wading bird
Voguish
Dalai Hunt illegally
Thunder
Commentator
Severed
17 Buddha’s land
18 Exercise system
19 Outcome
21 ’Chariot" end
22 Do a
stevedore’s lob
23 Washstand
piece
25 Funny person
27 Comfort-food
entree
31 Row
35 Goad
36 Guitartike
instruments
38 White, to Yvette
39 Day of the wk.
40 Veins of coal
42 Genetic abbr
43 Creases
46 Hauling cart
47 Like lemons
48 Is in dreamland
50 Fix ego
52 Votes for
54 2.2 pounds
55 Marched
58 Swed. neighbor
60 Self-confidence
64 Dwell (on)
65 Sci-fi thriller
67 Entrance
68 Neighborhood
69 Perky flavors
70 University
founder
Cornell
71 Bnght light
72 Thus
73 Split

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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DOWN

1 Strong cheese
2 Marshal
Wyatt 3 Author Kingsley
4 Jungle knife
5 It’s charged’
6 Commanded
7 Slipperier
8 Omar of films
9 Kind of ball
10 Comment from
20 Down
11 -Othello" plotter
12 Gullet
14 Pathetic
20 Night bird
24 Collected leaves
26 Sun or moon
27 Glove
alternatives
28 Swashbuckler
Flynn
29 Well coordinated
30 Dreads

32 Chocolate
substitute
33 Declare invalid
34 Frighten
37 Hit
41 Natives of
Damascus
44 Expressionless
face
45 Mole, e g
47 Do a slow bum
49 Kennedy’s
place
51 Swiss peak
53 Type of
energy
55 Easier said done
56 Not common
57 Cookie
sandwich
59 Piece of jewelry
61 Leak
62 Poet’s new day
63 Actor Pitt
66 Self-esteem

MOM MEM
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MEM MIME MEM
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SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY - SPARTAN DAUM

GREEKS: Competed with other houses to win a trophy HOUSE: With minimal damage, cost still being evaluated
"See the Mustang? He’s running away from the Spartans."
Greathouse said.
The third house, Kappa Delta,
was complete with hay in the
front yard and a horse
mascot decorated on their
truck.
Senior Holly Wolk said the
house decorations took one day to
finish.
"It was a fun, bonding experience," Wolk said. "And it was also
a morale booster."
Students from the Kappa
Delta sorority agreed that it was
a lot of work but all in true Spartan spirit.
"It’s the most we’ve ever done,"
said Robyn Janitz of the Kappa
Delta house. "The pride of San
Jose State University is coming
out."
Beta Theta Pi, the fourth
house, was complete with a student dressed in a mustang costume and a helmet on top of a
truck.
The mustang costume, according to Barbie Pemberton, who
made it, said it took three hours
to make and another three-anda-half hours to make the headpiece.
Sigma Chi was the final house

continued from Page 1
Spartan spirit, a football theme
("Corral the Mustangs" in particular) and the names of the chapters involved, Calderon said.
Junior Nick Winslow commented on the decorations of the
Sigma Pi fraternity.
Winslow said the students of
Sigma Pi spent all week and most
of Thursday night working on
their decorations only to have
strong winds topple down all
their work the next morning, he
said.
"We worked all last night and
this morning the wind knocked it
all down." Winslow said. "Now
our house is full of staples."
The second house, Alpha Phi,
had a saloon theme in front of the
house. Jessie, the cowgirl from
Toy Story 2, was the decoration
on top of the car, Calderon said.
Junior Rachel Greathouse said
the team brainstormed together
about the theme it had chosen.
"We wanted to do something
with a Mustang and the saloon
idea was at the last minute,"
Greathouse said.
The Alpha Phi house made a
fake mustang, or horse, that
looked like it was corralled.

to be judged and had a Spartan
sitting on a throne overlooking a
football field. The throne was actually an armchair.
"It’s more of an abstract artwork," said senior Joe Lombardo.
"We were going to make a horse
with the truck, but it didn’t work
out."
The truck, covered in streamers. carried Josh Melander, who
was dressed as a Spartan and was
the same one who sat on the
throne, Lombardo said.
"The wind knocked down our
gold post," Lombardo said.
According to Calderon, who
tallied the scores for the judges,
the first place winner was the
Kappa Delta house that had a
theme that included the hay in
the front yard and the horse on
the truck.
"Beta Theta Pi came behind by
20 points at second place."
Calderon said. "The
Mustang costume was a great
idea, but no persons are allowed
to ride on the float."
Calderon added that the house
and car decoration contest was
the final event for
Greek week, in which all the
chapters competed to win the
"Greek Week Champions" trophy.

SERVICE: Stressed tolerance for people of different races
reminder of God’s love, creativity
and diversity"
Another guest speaker, Rimi
Khan, from the SJSU Muslim Student Organization, spoke about
how the terrorist attacks brought
people together and tore others
apart. She made the point that the
Muslim American community was
affected by the events as well.
Khan said the Muslim society
condemns the terrorist attacks
and how in Islam, those who are
responsible for theie violent acts
should be sent to hell.
David Goodman, from the
SJSU Jewish Student Union,
made the point to use forgiveness
to initiate a renewal within oneself.
The service also included music
performed by pianist, Jon Manongdo and vocals by Elizabeth Camp’Si.
Huynh said he felt all the speakers had important views as to how
people can cope with the tragedy.
"I think most of them were saying that it starts with us," Huynh
said. "It starts with oneself before
we can branch out to the bigger picture."
Campisi said she came away
with the feeling of needing to look
at herself.
"I was inspired to change myself
and open myself to the diversity
around," she said. "I was really
informed. I didn’t realize how much
I didn’t know about the different
perspectives."
For Wharton, he said he hopes

continued from Page I

attended to feel a part of the community and to contribute in some
way to the victims of the attacks.
Hien Huynh, a senior business
management major, said he felt
he could feel closer to those
affected in New York by attending the service.
"Since we’re so far away from
the East Coast, I try to come to
this kind of event to contribute
something," he said. "It’s feeling
support of coming together and
feeling a sense of solidarity."
Roger Wharton, the chaplain
of sjspirit.org, was one of five
speakers at the service who spoke
about the presence of God in relation to the terrorist attacks.
"God is part of what’s going on
in the world," Wharton said. "We
ask, ’How can God allow these
things to happen? God was with
the people as it was happening."
Wharton spoke about the stories of how people were not in the
World Trade Center or on any of
the airplanes because they were
late for appointments or missed
flights.
"All these kinds of things you
can say are maybe coincidences,
but maybe it’s God’s active hand in
the world today" Wharton said.
He also suggested people
remember the existence of nature.
"There is an importance of
going for nature for healing and
rejuvenation," Wharton said. "It’s
always available there and a

that those in attendance would be
able to leave with the assurance
that they’re a part of a community.
"Hopefully, people left with some
inspiration to rededicate themselves to peace and justice issues,"
he said.
Navarro also agreed with the
notion that people may have left
with a peaceful resolution. She said
it was not just about what is inside
people’s hearts, but it is also what
they tell other people about how
they feel inside. She said she felt it
was important to share one’s
thoughts "with those that are different from you."
"To the world, you might just be
one person, but to one person, you
just might be the world," Navarro
said. "You have to start within
yourself to share that with other
people. Something that you think
or say or do can affect a hundred
people, and even if it affects one
person that makes all the difference."

continued from Page I

of the vandalism.
"We were planning on moving
things in on Monday but can’t
until next Wednesday," said
Alfonso De Alba, executive director for A.S.
The elevator in the building is
currently not working and A.S.
will continue to hold meetings in
the Student Union until it is
fixed, De Alba said.
"(The damaged elevator) could
probably delay accessibility to
the second floor (for disabled students) for public meetings," he
said.
A.S. is taking minimal action,
though, De Alba said, and is leaving the investigation to the
U.P.D.
Some students expressed concern about the vandalism.
"1 think that’s horrible

because it was supposed to be the
new home for the Associated
body," said Stephen Pettit, a
sophomore majoring in industrial technology. "Why would somebody do something to harm campus? I don’t think it was a student, but just somebody who
came from off campus. It’s a
shame that it happened."
Jeff Herzstein, a sophomore
majoring in meteorology, said he
does not think it was a student
either.
"I don’t personally think a student would do that," he said. "The
campus is open. My opinion is
somebody came on campus, but I
don’t know why anyone would do
that."
At the last A.S. board meeting,
it was suggested that the reward
for any information be raised
from $1,000 to a higher amount,

Squires said he has been paying a lot of attention to the security of the building and said he
thinks the person responsible
had to jump over the fence in
order to get to the water valve.
"I triple-checked the house
before we left Friday," he said.
"We made a walk Saturday
morning after finding it and none
of the gates had been violated so
whoever it was came over the
top.
"It’s a shame something like
this has to happen," Squires said
"This is a 150-year-old house .
and it’s a shame seeing somebody do this, even if it was a
prank or an accident. It’s a
shame that people can’t obey the
rules."
Squires said he would like
anyone who saw anything suspi.
cious to contact the UPD at

De Alba said

924-2222.

FBI discounts report that Disneyland
was possible terrorist target
LOS ANGELES
FBI is discounting

(AP)
The
reports that
Disneyland and Walt Disney
World in Orlando, Fla. were
among possible targets canvassed by terrorists linked to
Osama bin Laden.
"There are numerous stories
in the media about terrorists
targeting Walt Disney World or
Disneyland. The FBI is not
aware of any specific or credible threat against theme
parks," the bureau said in a
statement.
"If we or any other agency
had specific threat information, we would immediately
notify the intended target and
the potentially affected public."
Published reports in newspapers this weekend said terrorist groups studied at least
five sites for possible attacks in
the United States, including
Disneyland and Walt Disney
World, the Sears Tower in
Chicago, the Mall of America in
Minnesota and unspecified
sports complexes. The reports
cited two senior Bush administration officials speaking on
condition of anonymity about

The published reports said

there was no evidence that
attacks were planned on any of
the buildings or theme parks.
Representatives of the buildings and theme parks said they
had no reason to think their
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internal government reports.
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were targeted.
"not
has
Disneyland
received anything from the
FBI" about a threat, said
spokesman Ray Gomez in Anaheim.
facilities
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WIZ ACADEMY OF SAN -Feiss:
COMPLETE LESSON PACKAGE PRICE: $175.00
,... limite.c. time only’)
We also carry the latest 12" Vinyl, Mix CDs, DJ Accessories & Equipment’
SASS/ Stieeelseleelt 1:1188=e0ellent sArZSIII

380 South First St, Downtown San Jose

DJ Academy: (408) 209-3150 L
wv,,,,, rhvihmro.oroo .orn
Store Phone: (40E) 298-8299

Chinese Cuisine
FOOD TO GO
Box Lunch to Go
Catering Available
Limited Delivery

’ landarin & Szechuan Cuisine
Lunch and Dinner
Open Daily- closed Sunday

We accept:

294-3303

or

VISA MC AMEX DIS

998-9427

131 E. Jackson Street
6 Blocks North of Santa Clara
Between 3rd and 4th Street

SJSU International House

Pancake Breakfast!
WHEN: Sunday, October 21, 2001
9:30am-1:30pm
TIME:
WHERE: 360 South 11th Street
San Jose, CA 95112
(Between San Carlos and San Salvador)
PHONE: (408)924-6570
PRICE: Students $5.00
General Admission: $8.00
Family of Four: $20.00
Features live entertainment
*This Event is Wheelchair Accessible*

Cingular Wireless Stores

.1"

SACRAMENTO

2100 Arden Way, #115, (916) 921-3313
3557 Bradshaw Rd., #2D, (916) 364-8797
5504 Florin Ave., (916) 393-8800
8359 Elk Grove Florin Rd., Ste. 109
(916) 681-4300
2445 Fair Oaks Blvd. (Loehman’s Plaza)
(916)480-2727
905 K St., (916) 446-9300
2919 K St., (916) 492-2727
5015 Madison Ave., (916) 338-2727
3541 Truxel Rd., #1, (916) 928-8255

7-4.L
A

Authorized Agents

It’s your life,
choose accordingly.

SACRAMENTO
GSM Wireless
Downtown Plaza, 545 L St., Ste. 2001
(916) 497-0541
Kiosk, GSM Wireless, Downtown Plaza, 545 L St.
(916) 497-0507

For jobs that rock, visit us at
www. cing ular. com

Pacific Audio
2270 Arden Way, (916) 927-4300

Authorized Dealers
Wrth ActIvat,on
5100 Otscount

Hurry, This great
price is only available
for a 1,0 otPd 11r0P

NOKIA

Downloadable &
programmable
nngtones
Changeable
color covers

PACIFIC OBELI..
Wireless
is now a part of Cingular Wireless

cingulan
WIRELESS
What do you have to say?’

STAPLES

SWnA
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CCNNECTING PEOPLE

3390

7 -866-CINGULAR

Limited time offer. Credit approval and activation of service on 1 -or 2 -year contract for eligible Cingular calling plans required. ’Promotional phone offer requires a two-year agreement. Phone models subtract to availability Offer cannot be combined with
any other special offers. $150 early termination fee and $36 activation fee apply. Weeknight hours are 9PM to 6:59AM, and weekend hours are 12:01AM Saturday to 11:59PM Sunday Long distance charges apply unless you have also chosen the long
distance option. Nationwide Long Distance applies to calls originating from our CA/NV/WA/ID network and terminating in the U.S. Airtime charges apply. Wireless Internet access applies to access charge only and does not include per minute usage.
Wireless Internet requires a WAP-enabled handset. Wireless Internet is only available in select Cingular Wireless service areas. Wireless Internet is not equivalent to landline Internet. Usage and overage charges for Wireless Internet service are billed
in one-minute increments from our voice-calling plan and charged as provided in your rate plan Third Party content providers may impose additional charges Refer to Wireless Internet brochure for additional details. Anytime minutes are available on
the Cingular CA/NV/WA/ID network. Calls subiect to taxes, long distance, roaming, universal service fee or other charges. Package minutes and unlimited night and weekend minutes apply to calls made or received within CA/NV/WA/ID network.
Airtime in excess of any package minutes will be charged at a per minute rate of 5.15 to 5.50. Digital phone and Cingular Wireless long distance are required. Airtime and other measured usage are rounded up to the next full minute at the end of
each call for billing purposes. Unused package minutes do not carry forward to the next billing period and are forfeited Mobile to Mobile offer applies to airtime for incoming or outgoing voice calls to or from a Cingular PCS subscriber enrolled in
the MTM plan to or from another Cingular PCS subscriber. MTM subscriber must be within the CA/NA/WA/ID network to take advantage of the MTM minutes Excludes applicable long distance charges, calls while roaming out of our
CA/NV/WA/ID network, calls to voice mail, 411, Wildfire (not available in all areas), and forward calls It the called party does not have unlimited MTM calling option, called party’s packago minutes will be reduced or called party will incur an airtime
Al
charge MTM offer may be terminated by Cingular after end of agreement term. Optional features may be cancelled after initial term of the service contract. Other conditions and restrictions apply See contract and store for details. 02001 Nokia
Inc. Nokia, Connecting People and the 3300 series phones are trademarks of Nokia Corporation and/or its affiliates. Cingular Wireless, "What do you have to sayr and the graphic icon are Service Marks of Cingular Wireless LLC. 02001
Cingular Wireless LLC. All rights reserved.

